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ABSTRACT. The pa per describes an automated technique for cloud motion vector extraction from INSAT·1B
visible and infra-red im~gery over the oceanic areas around the Indian peninsula. The technique is based on 3.
pa ttern matching procedure which attempts to search for a pixel-to-pixel equality between two grey shade dis..
tributions instead of cross-correlation. The CMVs are found to be very useful in augmenting the wind data over
the oceanic areas and are con sistent with each ot her and neighbouring radiosonde winds. The paper also dis.
CUSSC3 the SOUI'CC'S or erron and uncertainties caus ed by the VHRR resolutionand the wind derivationprocedure.

2. MothodololY

To reduce the degree of operator involvement and to
speed up the CMV extraction process, the authors have
devised a largely automated technique and have written
the software to implement it on a PDP 11/70 computer
linked to a COMTAL Vision ono/20. Since November
1984 this technique is being used at MOUe to derive
CMVs twice a day (03 and 06 GMl) over the Arabian
Sea, Bay of Bengal and north-central Indian Ocean.
The present paper describes the methodology adopted
by the authors, discusses its relative merits and sources
of error. and considers with illustrative examples the
utility of the CMVs as a supplement to conventional
wind field analysis.

selection was done manually, but its movement was
determined by a cross-correlation procedure.

1. IDtrodocdoo

The ATS series of geostationary satellites, launched in
the late sixties, provided for the first time, an opportu
nity to determine wind velocities by tracing cloud move
ments over a time-series of satellite pictures (Fujita
1969 Ninom iva 1971 ). Since then , cloud motion
vect~r (CMV)" extraction techniques have underg,!ne
considerable refinement and eMVs are now being
derived operationally over extensive areas within the
GOES, METEOSAT and GMS coverages.

Although satellite-derived CMVs continue to have a
certain degree of error or uncertainty. they constitute
virtually the only source of data over ocea~ic and !n
accessible areas of the globe. Around tbe Ind.an Penin
sula in particular. the only radiosonde stations are on
the ' Lakshadweep, Andaman and Maldive Islands.
Satellite CMVs, therefore, appear to be the best means
of augmenting conventional data in the analysis of wind- The automated CMV extraction procedure requires
flow patterns over the Indian Ocean on a day-to-day three full-resolution , sectorised, navigated and registered
basis. images, of which two are visible images for time T and

With the operationalisation of INSAT·IB in October T+ 6 T, and the third is an infra-red image for time T.
1983 extraction of CMVs from half-hourly INSAT Generally, 6 T is 30 minutes. Since the resolution
pictJres was taken up on an experimental basis. By of the INSAT VHRR atthe sub-satellite point is 2.751cm
mid.1984 CMV extraction had become part of the in the visible channel and II km in the infra-red channel,
routine ~ctivities of the INSAT Meteorological Data the visible images are preferred for detecting cloud dis-
Utilisation Centre (MDUq, New Delhi. The techni- placements. The infra-red image, however, has to be
due used was an interactive one, in which the tracer used for getting the cloud top temperature for wind
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